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Strain partitioning in transpression zones 
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Abstract-Transprcaslonal strain acting upon structurally amsotroplc rocks can hc partitmned into separate 
deformatmnal domains of pure shear and simple shear. I his contrast\ wtth homogeneous transpression in *hich 
both the pure shear and the simple shear strain components arc uniformly distributed across the zone of 
deformation. Structural wcaknesscs capahlc of parti+! or fully accommodating one component of deformation 
include lithological contacts. rhcological hctcro_ecncltlcs. and fault\ 01 shear zones situated within the dcfor- 
mation zone or lying along Its boundaries. Partltlonmg of transprc\imnal strain can occur when stress is applied 
oblique to pre-cxlstmg structural weaknesses, or can occur during later stages of progressive stram. when the 
early deformation of isotropic rocks imparts \ufficicnt amsotropy to allow suhcquent strain to he partitioned. 
Partltloning of transprcssional stram mto domalns lying parallel to the deformation zone boundaries can bc 
distinguished from ‘fault-stepped’ transpression, in which stl-aln 1s partitIoned along the length of a scgmcntcd 
fault zone. 

Mesofracture analysis of rocks affected hy mid-Dcvonlan dcformatlon on both sides of the Highland Boundary 
Fault Zone (HBFZ) In central Scotland shows that strain wa\ not hnmogcncnus. The mesofracturc data suggest 
that regional north-south compressmn, orientated oblique to the prc-existing NE-SW-trending HBFZ. was 
partitioned Into separate deformatmnal domains ‘The HBFZ accommodated most of the simple shear 
component. whilst the rocks flanking the LOW were deformed predominantly hy pure shear. A contemporary 
cxamplc is the San Andrcas Fault in central California. where analyst\ of neo-tectonic stresses show that the 
dlrection of prmcipal compre\slon i\ perpendicular to the fault ztmc. Many examples of the partitioning of 
tranaprcssmnal strain have also heen rccognlsed at dcstructlvc plate margins where the directlon of plate motion 
IS oblique to the cdgc of the over-rldlng plate 

INTRODlJCTIOlV 

The terms transpression and transtension have been 
adopted to describe oblique relative motions of lithos- 
pheric plates (Harland 1971). Sanderson & Marchini 
(1984) described the resulting deformation in terms of a 
transcurrent shear acting simultaneously with horizontal 
shortening and vertical lengthening of the deformation 
zone. Thus transpression can be conveniently described 
mathematically by factorizing the overall strain into 
pure shear and simple shear components of deformation 
(Sanderson Br Marchini 1983). 

The concept of transpression (including transtension) 
described by Sanderson & Marchini (1984) has sub- 
sequently been widened, and its applicability to oh- 
served deformation structures has been increased. Fos- 
sen & Tikoff (1993) presented a more generalized 
deformation matrix which includes the effects of volume 
change, and allows for simple shear in non-vertical 
planes. Robin & Cruden (1993) used a continuum mech- 
anics model to describe heterogeneous transpression. 
which also describes oblique transpression in which the 
relative motion of the shear zone boundaries contains a 
component of dip-slip. Their solution removes a mech- 
anical limitation of the Sanderson c(: Marchini (1984) 
model, which required the boundaries of the transpres- 
sion zone to possess the unlikely property of allowing 
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frictionless slip in the vertical direction but no slip in the 
horizontal direction. 

In this paper we consider a further modification to the 
model of Sanderson & Marchini (19X4), and present a 
model for transpression in which the pure shear and 
simple shear strain components are partially or wholly 
partitioned (or ‘compartmentalized’ or ‘decoupled’) 
into separate deformational domains within the trans- 
pression zone. 

THEORY 

Pfirtiticmirlg of trun.spressional .strnirl 

Sanderson & Marchini (1984) described a defor- 
mation (D) across a vertical shear zone (experiencing no 
volume change) in terms of simple shear and pure shear 
strain components: 

vmplc shear pure shcar transpression 

where (x ’ is the ratio of the deformed to original width 
of the zone, and ‘/is the bulk shear strain parallel to the 
zone. Under conditions of homogeneous transpression 
described by Sanderson & Marchini (1984), both com- 
ponents of deformation arc uniformly distributed across 
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the deformation font (Fig. 1.11. and the deforni~tti~~ti ;I[ 
iinv point in the 7onc i\ cle\Cribecl 1~1 the transpt-cs\ion 

strain matrix pt-oduct clt equittic)n ( I ). In contra4t. l-iv 

l(b) shon,s the same rc\ultant transprcs\ional tictor 

mation. but this is no\\’ distt-ibutcd hcterogeneclu~l\, b\ 

the complete partitionin, (1 (It the o\Crall strain into tLt’0 

scparatc dclorm~ition~tl domains. One dotiiaitt i\ 

dcfortning bv homc>geneous \ttnple shear. and the dcslot- 

mation in this domain i\ fully dc\ct-ibcd b!, the \implc 

shear matrix ofcquatton ( 1 ). ‘I‘hc> second domain. I+ htch 

is fully described by the I)LIW \heat- matrts of cquattott 

( I ). is \chematicallv shoun to be deforming bv home- 

gcneous pure shcnr. T‘hus. lor the model shown in f‘~g. 

I(b). the factortLation of \tt-;ttti intcl t~~~~ component4 111 

cqualion ( 1 ) is not a mathematical convenience to aid 

trndcr~tanding, but rather reflects the actual partitioning 

ot transprcssional deformation. 

P,trtitioning of transpressional strain requires the pre- 

existence of one or more surfaces or zones of weakness, 

along which a component of simple shear can be prefer- 

cntial1y accommodated. Such weaknesses might include 

faults. shear zones, lithological boundaries and/or rheo- 

logical anisotropics. and these may actually define the 

transpressional zone horrndarirs or be situated entirely 

tc,rtlti/t the Torte. Because (as stated by Sandcrson ~‘2 

Marchini 1983. p. UC)), -‘many zones of deformation in 

the crust arc bounded by steep. parallel planes. often 

t-eprr\entirtg strain discontinuities manifested as faults 

or shear zones”. WC expect some degree of strain parti- 

tioning to be a common phenomenon in transpression 

/ones. It is important to emphasize that the term ‘strain 

partitioning’ is not synonymous with ‘transpression’. 

.T‘t-anapressioli is a description of deformation in relation 

to ;I specified reference frame and with respect to well- 

clciined deformation zone boundaries or intra-zone ani- 

\c)tropies. whereas strain partitioning is a process that 

can occur under general strain conditions. including 

simple shear. pure shear. dilation, transprcssion or 

tt-an\tension. 

I‘he two models shown in Fig. 1 can be considered to 

bc end-member descriptions of transpression. The 

tt-an\pression model shown in Fig. 1 (a) (see also fig. 1 of 

Sanclcrsc~n M Marchini 1981, and fig. 1 of Robin & 

( ‘t udcn 1994) i\ most rclcvant when the deformation 

/one ts structurally isotropic and the margins of the zone 

;II.C not plane\ of structural wcakncss. In contrast. the 

‘qtratn partitioning’ model (Fig. 1 b) is more applicable 

wIten the deformation zone has marked structural aniso- 

trap!‘. or u,hen either (or both) of the zone margins is a 

prc-existing fault or shear zone. For the complete parti- 

tioning of strain. such planes must be cohesiontess and 

frictionless. Many geologically realistic situations prob- 

:rbl\, involve some intermediate strain state, in which the 

tr~rtl~prc”si”n”I strain is only partially partitioned; that 

i\. not all of the simiAc shear strain is accommodated 

along prc-existing discontinuities. 

In the end-metnber model for transpression shown in 

Fip. l(b) the component of simple shear is fully 

par-titioned onto one deformation zone boundary. 

Kinematically, however, this Lone margin is not a 

\tt-;tightforwarc strike-slip fault boundary, because the 

\txrtical thickening that accompanies transprcssional 

\h~~rtening imparts a component of dip-slip disptace- 

tnl*nt (Fig. 2). This suggests that faults in transpression 

/ones (particularly in zones in which the compression to 

tr:tnscurrence ratio is high) can display dominantly 

strike-slip displacements at depth but oblique-slip (with 

potentially large components of dip-slip) near the sur- 

1’ac.c 

In or-der to predict the strain patterns that might 

dc~elop during progressive deformation, we can analyze 
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a. homogeneous 

theoretical tran\pre+ion model\ 111 which well-defined 

boundary conditions have been apccified. Simple TI-an\- 

pression. resulting from non-orthogon~il plate collision. 

has been dctined by Hat-land ( 1971) in terms ot a set ot 

boundary conditions in which two rigid plate margins 

converge obliquely, with a con\t;mt direction of regional 

shortening. Hariand schematicallv depicted the dcfor- 

mation in Simple Transprc\\ion tc> bc ~rccc~mrnc,dated 

by the progressive rotation and tightening o(‘ folds. 

The analysis of Simple Transpression i\ u\ed as a b;tsl\ 

for the interpretation of field data pl-cscntcd later in th14 

paper. 

A quantitative mathematical description 01 Simple 

Transprcssion is given b! the follo\\~ng equation\ from 

Sanderson & Marchini (1%X): 

put-c shear contractic>n. (l ’ mm ( I .\ ) (1) 

simple shear strain. ;’ = tan I,’ my .S( I -~ .S) ’ cot ii. 

(i) 

where S is the amount ofshortcnlng. ii i\ the obiiquit\ cjt 

the zone margins to the direction of hhortcning. and 111 i\ 

the angular shear (Fig. 3). Eiquation\ (2) and (3) dc- 

scribe both homogeneous Stmplc ‘l-ran\prc4on (Fig. 

3b), and Simple Transprc\sion in \\,hich strain is par- 

titioncd into separate deformatlonal domain4 (Fig. 3,). 

In the latter case. equation (7) full) clcscrthc\ the \tratn 

in the domain of pure shear. whilst equation (3) tullh 

describes the strain in the domain of \impIc shear-. 

For any given zone geometry (ii) and amount ot 

shortening (S) there are \cr\’ man! Litlid models ot 

transpressional deformation. .I‘hese model4 differ prln- 

cipally in the way that the Gmplc shear component i\ 

distributed across the deformation /cjne. Simple shear 

strain that is completeiv partition4 might bc cli>trihutcd 

onto one or both ofthc zone boundaries (Fig\. 3c and la. 

respectively) and/or onto fault\ within the dctormution 

zone (Fig. -Lb). Convcrsel\. stmple \heal- \traln might 

not be completelv partitioned (Fig. Ic). .Thc amount of 

strain partitioning. and the way in M,hich partitioned 

strain is accommodated. arc dcpcndent upon the nature 

and three-dimensional geometry oft he LOIIC boundarlc\ 

and/or intra-zone weakne\se\. the mechanical and gco- 

logical propertics of the material comprising the defor- 

mation zone. the orientation of any anisotropy with 

respect to the zone boundaries. and the extent of aniso- 

tropy within the deformation zone. Complex structural 

styles can therefore occur in deformational models that 

have well defined and relatively uncomplicated bound- 

ary conditions. 

Strr7ir7 ptrrtitioning during progressilv trunspressiord 

rlrfiwiut7tior7 

Partitioning of transpressional strain may occur not 

only during episodes of fault reactivation (when a stress 

i\ applied with an orientation oblique to a pre-existing 

tault ). but ma) al\o develop during progressive trans- 

prcssional &formation. Minor fault\ or shear zones that 

Inttiate during the early stages of homogeneous trans- 

p’csston. can subsequently develop to form a major 

strain discontinuity that is capable of preferentially 

accommodating partitioned simple shear strain. In such 

:I situation it is not clear whether strain partitioning 

~oulcl initiate suddenly as it single event. or would 

dcvel~~p progressively over a period of time. In either 

case. the orientation of the major axis of the infinitesi- 

mal \tt-c’s\ cllip\oid will change significantly, and can 

bccom~~ orientated parallel to the zone boundaries after 

onI!, relati\,eiv small amounts of shortening. This con- 

toast\ ‘r\ ith /I(N~~o~c,III,(III.) tranhpression, in which 100% 

shortening (infinite shear strain) is necessary to rotate 

I hc 1011 c axi\ of the tinitc strain eilipsc into parallelism 

uith the /one margins (Fig. 5. and Sanderson & Mar- 

chtni iV8-I. tig. 3). ‘l’his implies that during progressive 

d~~torm~~tion the onset of strain partitioning can result in 

c11 echelon structure\ (that formed early in the dcfor- 

mation \ecluencc oblique to the zone boundaries), being 

>uhscquently overpI-intcd by later structures orientated 

parallel or sub-parallel to the Lone. 

.i‘hc :lbo\,c examples demonstrate how pure shear and 

Gmple &eal- can be partitioned into sub-domains that lie 

bt-oadl! /~/~~/lcl to the margins of transpression zones. 

liarland ( IV71 ) also documented examples of strain 

partitioning in which ;I zone of deformation is segmented 

rrlot7g’ ifs I~ngtl7 into separate deformational sub- 

domain\. Harland labellcd this ‘Fault-Stepped’ 

transtenslonitranspression. The partitioning of strain 

between linked contractional. extensional and strike- 

41117 faults i\ a common feature of deformation at several 

scales of magnitude. In strike-slip zones, localized parti- 

tioning ot strain occurs in pop-ups and pull-aparts (c.g. 

B~ddle & C’hristie-Blick 1985, Woodcock 1986, Wood- 

cock R Fischer 1986). Compressional deformation in 

orogenlc belts is often segmented between thrust sheets 

and strihe-4ip transfer zones (e.g. Cobbold etnl. 1991). 

I‘he width of the deformation zone in Fault-Stepped 

movement can be restricted. In the ridge transform 

L’comctr\ ot the Mid Atlllntic Ridge, the plate motion .- 
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Fig. 3 hnti-member m~xiel\ of Simple T‘ranapress~on (as dclincd h\ Harland 1071). in plan VICW. (a) Lyndeformed zone 
pcometry (h) Homogcnecw Simple ‘Tran+prcssion (based on 6g. 6 of Sanderson Xr Marchml 1984). (c) Simple 

Transprewon in which stwn i\ partltioncd between a ulde zone of pure shear (yl = I)), and a dixretc plant of simple shear 
(p = tan ~~I:,,) along one 7011~ margin The models show the transformation of a cube. assuming constant volume. The zone 
houndaricr drc wrtical. planar and parallel, and the direction of shortening. S, remains constant during deformation. 
Within the deform& zones [shaded In (h) and (c)] there 15 an arca dccrcasc in the plant of the diagram. reprcxnting vertical 

thlckcnlng. 
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Fig. 4. Variant\ ot the ‘\traln partltlonlng‘ model of Slmplc Trxnsprcsslon (plan ~ICW,). (a) Partltwned \lmple shear is 
accommodated along htrth .wnc boundarle\ (e.g. obl~quc closure of a hasln. or deformation within a Hide fault zone. as 
depicted schcmatlcally in fig. 21 ot Sylvester & Smith 1’176). (b) Simple \hcar IS wholly partitioned onto a weakness within 
the dclormation Lone (c.y. ohllquc reactiwtmn of a prc-cxlsting tault). Dcformatwn within the znnc 1s dominated by the 
mtrwnnc \leaknc\\. and the /one houndaric\ might not necessarily be well defined. (c) Simple shear is onI> partially 

partltioncd onto one zone boundary. 

vectors are oblique to the regionally transtensional con- 
structive plate margins (e.g. Sykes 1967). The main 
active deformation zone (ignoring the effects of post- 
accretion vertical subsidence) is restricted to the ridge 
segments and the active parts of the transform faults. 
and kinematically, the deformation zone is a single 
stepped vertical plane. 

Shmrrd Trumpression (as discrusrd by Harlarzd 1971) 

Garland (1971. p. 30) discussed a third type of trans- 
pression. which he labclled ‘Sheared Transpression’. 
Whereas Simple and Fault-Stepped Transpression are 
both expressed in terms of zone margin gcomctry and 
the direction of zone boundary displacement, Sheared 
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Fig. 5. Graph showing the rotatwn of the long JYIS ot the finltc \traln 
clhpsc m the horizontal plane durmg homo~mro~t Simple Transprcs- 
sion (see Fig. 3h). The angle. 6’. hctwccn the LOIIL‘ boundary and the 
long axis of the tinltc strain ellipse, I> dcrwed from the strain matrix of 
Sandcrson & !&rchlni (IYM): tan 70’ = 7;v’(~’ + ;: - 1). By 
substitutinficquations (2) and (3) into this rclatlonshlp, It ispossihle to 
express 8’ in terms of shortening. S Five curves are shown, rep- 
rcsentingdlffcrent values of/j. During homogeneous transprc‘won the 
long x-w of the timte strain cllipsc achwvcs parallcllsm with the 7onc’ 

Transpression is discussed in relation to a number of 
different possible types of deformation path. One defor- 
mation path involves two distinct stages of deformation, 
an orthogonal compression followed by a separate trans- 
current displacement. implying that a major change in 
the orientation of the regional stress ticld must occur 
between the separate deformational stages. A second 
deformation path involves oblique movement (homo- 
geneous transpression?) followed by transcurrent shear 
(partitioned strain‘?). and might be included in our 
description of strain partitioning during progressive 
transpressional deformation. A third deformation path 
involves .qrzrhronou.s strike-slip faulting together with 
normal or oblique compression. and consequently this 
type of deformation is included in our general model of 
strain partitioning in transprcssion zones. Although 
Harland’s discussion served to emphasize that identical 
bulk strains can result from different deformation histor- 
ies. to avoid ambiguity we have not adopted the term 
‘Shear-cd Transpression’. 

EXAMPLES OF STRAIN PARTITIONING IN 
TRANSPRESSION ZONES 

The Highland Boundary Fault Zone (HBFZ) in cen- 
tral Scotland is a major crustal fracture with a long and 
complex structural history. and separates Neoprotero- 
zoic Dalradian metasediments from late Silurian 

Devonian Old Red Sandstone (ORS). The fault zone 
contains rocks of the Highland Border Complex. a 
disparate suite of igneous and sedimentary fault- 
hounded slivers that have experienced variable amounts 
of metamorphism. metasomatism and tectonism. Some 
authors consider that the HBFZ represents a major 
terrane boundary along which Lower Palaeozoic terrane 
accretion occurred (e.g. Sopcr & Hutton 1984, Hutton 
19X7, Haughton lY88, Bluck 1990). In mid-Devonian 
times, central Scotland experienced a deformation event 
that caused the reactivation of the pre-existing steeply- 
dipping HBFZ, involving the thrusting of Dalradian 
rocks southwards over the Highland Border Complex 
and Lower ORS. The deformation also gave rise to the 
long wavelength, low amplitude, laterally continuous 
Strathmore SynclineiSidlaw Anticline fold pair in the 
Midland Valley (Fig. 6). and probably caused reacti- 
vation of regionally significant faults such as the 
TyndrumiKilliniLoch Tay fault array in the Southern 
Highlands (Watson 1984, Treagus 1991). 

Figure 6 presents the interpreted results of a meso- 
fracture analysis from central Scotland that utilized the 
‘brittle microtectonics’ methodology outlined by Han- 
cock (lY85). The rationale of this approach is to inter- 
pret the direction of principal shortening within 
individual sampling stations, and then to use such data to 
infer the principal stress orientations on a regional scale. 
In this study the geometric and kinematic data describ- 
ing 2600 mesofractures (faults and joints) from 40 c 
stations wcrc used to interpret the dynamics of brittle 
deformation (Jones 1YYO). In addition, Fig. 6 incorpor- 
ates the results of a two-dimensional study of fractured 
pebbles in Lower ORS conglomerates adjacent to the 
HBFZ (Ramsay 1964). Because most fractures in these 
conglomcratcs are steep to vertical, the two- 
dimensional results correlate closely with the more 
detailed three-dimensional analysis. and the two- 
dimensional data have been further validated by an 
unpublished comparative three-dimensional study of 
fractured clasts. 

The principal limitation of this type of study lies in the 
difficulty of ascertaining the age of the fractures at each 
sampling station. Wherever possible. therefore, adjac- 
ent sampling sites were chosen that allowed a direct 
comparison between the fracture patterns in Lower 
ORS (or older) rocks that have been affected by the mid- 
Devonian deformation. and nearby Upper ORS (or 
younger) rocks which only show the imprint of Carbon- 
iferous or later deformation cvcnts. 

The majority of mesofracturc stations situated close to 
the HBFZ display a direction of principal shortening 
that tends to be orthogonal to the fault zone. In contrast, 
stations sited more than a few kilometrcs from the 
IIBFZ show a direction of principal shortening that is 
generally orientated approximately north-south. Most 
of the mesofracturc stations contain four sets of frac- 
tures. and fracture geometry and kinematic indicators 
show that the strain is triaxial (Reches 1078, 1983. 
Rechex Kr Dietrich 1983). Within such stations, meso- 
fracture geometry and kinematics suggest that the inter- 
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mcdiate stress axis ((I?) was vertical and that the cltec- 

tive intcrmediatc stre5s was tensile. i.e. strain\ arc 

oblate. The orientation of (J- is also interpreted to have 

been vertical in station4 showing plane strain. corrotw- 

sting the results of Ramsay (1964). Some stations \Iteci 

within a few hundrccl metres of the Highland Roi-cirr 

Complex show an intense brittle deformation. and the 

abundance of sinistrai mewfaults suggests that the tinite 

brittle strain is (at Iea\t partially) ;I result of progrtxivc 

sinistral simple shear. This contrasts with stations sited 

Iarthcr away from the HBU. in which the strain is 

wflicicntly low tow,, clwst that the linltc strain ellipse has 

not twen noticcahly rotated 171, non-coaxial strain. 

The large-scale Strathmol-ciSitila\~ folds in the Mid- 

land \‘alley a~-c \‘cry open \tructnres which trend NE- 

SW (I.<. parallel to the Highland Boundary Fault Zone). 

and \vhich appear not to have aily associated cleavage 

dc\,clopmcnt. ‘l‘ht: brittle deformation which affects the 

l,owc~- CIKS In central Scotland. though widcspread. is 

g~~ncrallv veq low in niiynitudc‘ in rocks situated more 
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~;II-:rllel to the fault zone. Zoback ef ~1. ( t987), Namson 
‘6~ Daw\ (1988) ;md Lettis Br Hanson (1991) have pro- 
\~ded lurther evidence for the partitioning of strain 
hctween the San Andrea and associated fault strands. 
:~nd immcdiatcly adJaccnt regions of folded and horizon- 
tall\ shortened rocks. 

kiarding ( 1%3X) and Wickham ( 198X) h;rve discussed 
,~nd cl:lrlti~d the conclusions of Mount & Suppe (19X7) 
ionccrnlng the implications th:it such observations have 
10r tr;lnspreGve wwnch tectonics in general. The San 
,Andt-e;t\ Fault in central California may demonstrate 
ho\\ tran\prcssionaI strain partitioning ciln vary tcm- 
po~-;~ll~ ‘l‘hc early stages of the deformational sequence 
in the wdimentary cover rocks ;irc marked hy the 
betopment ot wrench-related en echelon folds wd 
tr:lcturc\ ;It much lower angles than expected from the 
\tmplc%-shear clav-box experiments of Wilcox CI al. 
( 1973). Sandcraon & Marchini (19X4. p. 153) show that 
\uch ;I diwrepancy is consistent with their model of 
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transpressional deformation. As deformation pt-o- 
gressed. individual fractures propagated to form a 
through-going anastomosing fault system capable of 
preferentially accommoci~ltingig the simple hhcar con- 
ponent. After this time. folds clc~~cloped parallel or sub- 
parallel to the fault ~.oncs. and the system changed from 
one of homogeneous transprcssion to partitioned 
heterogeneous transprcssion. 

Strnir7-~)(irtitiot7it7g rit wt7I~~rgf~t7t plritc tt7tirgit7.5 

The oblique subduction ot oceanic crust can cause 
regional-scale strain-partitioning in the fore-arc and 

back-arc regions of the over-riding plate (Fitch 1972, 
Walcott 1978, Hamilton 197c). Jarrard lOH6). as 
reviewed by Oldow rt rrl. ( 1990). and b\, Molnar ( 1990) 
who discussed possible causes of crustal-scale partition- 
ing. Cashman PI al. (1992) describe how strain is par- 
titioned into paired domains of strike-slip and dip4ip 
deformation. in response to oblique subduction of the 
Pacific plate beneath N~M Zealand. Other examples 
include the Sunda arc. the Alaska arc and the Chilean 
trench (Lctti\ Kr Hanson 1991 ). A transpressional model 
has been proposed by Katschbacher ( 19X6) for Austro- 
Alpine nappe tectonics in the Eastern European Alps. 

Partitioning of strain can occur on a range of scales, 
from microscopic grain-scale procc\ses (e.g. Schmid 
1982, Evans Cyr Dunne 1991) to globa-scale plate bound- 
ary movements (e.g. Jackson lW7j. and has hcen 
demonstrated in laboratory modelling of oblique con- 
vergence (Richard & Cobhold tOS9). The observations 
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Fig 9 I’artlttoned transpressional stram in the brittle upper crust 
balanced by homogcncous transprcssion in the ductile lower crust. 

that many rocks are rheologically anisotropic, that many 
zones of deformation are bounded by faults or shear 
zones, and that such weaknesses are often reactivated by 
subsequent deformation. all suggest that strain parti- 
tioning may be a common feature in transpression 
zones. 

Strain partitioning in transpression zones can occur at 
different levels in the lithosphere. Although several of 
the examples discussed in this paper demonstrate the 
partitioning of brittle strain in the upper crust, it is clear 
that ductile deformation can also be partitioned (e.g 
Lister & Williams 1983, Girard 1993). In large-scale 
transpression zones it is possible that brittle fault sys- 
tems in the upper-crust (onto which a component of 
simple shear strain is preferentially partitioned), pass 
downwards into analogous ductile shear zones at lower 
crustal levels. Alternatively, heterogeneity may vary 
with depth, and rheological anisotropy in the upper crust 
need not necessarily imply significant structural weak- 
ness at depth. In such situations, partitioned strain in the 
anisotropic fractured upper crust might be accommo- 
dated without partitioning in the ductile lower crust 
(Fig. 9), as implied by Molnar (1990) and Cobboid et&. 
( 199 1). The transition between heterogeneous and 
homogeneous deformation may be gradual, or might 
occur within a region of rheological change (such as the 
base of the seismogenic crust). as envisaged by Lettis & 
Hanson (1991). 

The recognition of strike-parallel faults and shear 
zones is essential in understanding strain in erogenic 
belts. When transpressive strain is partitioned. the re- 
lationship between regionally consistent stretching 
lineations and the direction of plate motion is likely to be 
complex. Kinematic reconstructions that assume homo- 
geneous transpression can give erroneous estimates of 
shortening, and can lead to invalid assumptions about 
the orientation of U, on a regional scale. Although 
two-dimensional line-balancing and area-balancing re- 
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construction techniques are invalid methods to use in 
homogeneously transpressivc regimes. their use may be 
entirely justified within domains of pure shear in hetero- 
geneous transpression Similarly. homogeneous defor- 
mation should not be assumed when using three- 
dimensional balancing methods (e.g. the method de- 
scribed by McCoss 1986). or reconstructions based on 
quantifying the rotation of objects (including palaeo- 
magnetic vectors). Consequently. the whole defor- 
mation zone and its boundaries must therefore be 
analyzed in detail to ascertain whether strain partition- 
ing might have occurred. The measurement ofthe orien- 
tation of regional (I, (i.e. the direction of zone boundary 
displacement) is invaluable in the restoration of trans- 
pression zones. Mesofracture analysis of joint arrays 
beyond the zone of deformation can be a particularly 
useful technique. 

It is important to consider tran\pression and strain- 
partitioning relative to the scale of geological analysis. 
Segmentation of fault systems can result from localized 
stress orientations and mechanical anisotropy. and need 
not necessarily reHect rqiouui stress regimes. Strain- 
partitioning at one scale of observation (for example, at 
restraining or releasing bends of strike-slip faults. or 
side-wall ramps of thrust sheets) riced not imply trans- 
pression or transtsnsion on ;I more regionally significant 
scale. This underlines an Important philosophical point 
regarding the scale of geological observation and the 
homogeneity and heterogeneity of strain. For example. 
the heterogeneit! of mid-Devonian deformation in cen- 
tral Scotland varies according to the volume of rock 
considered: individual microfractures and mesofrac- 
tures represent heterogeneities that arc directly observ- 
able and measurable to H field geologist. whereax 
deformation across individual outcrops is much more 
homogeneous (indeed, this was an underlying assump- 
tion when interpreting the result\ of the mesofracturc 
analysis). Macro-faults (often detected by aerial photog- 
raphy or displacements of stratigraphy. rather than bl 
direct observation), impart further heterogeneity to the 
rocks on a map-gale, though deformation on a regional 
scale, kvithin each limb ot the StrathmoreiSidlaw folds 
for example. appears more homogeneous. Across ccn- 
tral Scotland, the strain i\ transpressive ufirl? respect to 
the pre-existing l+ighland Boundar! Fault Zone. and at 
this scale of observation the tranxpressional strain i\ 
heterogcneoua. 
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